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(1) What is a RSA Token?
RSA Token is a secure user’s authentication system. RSA Token is a unique,
time-synchronous solution that automatically Changes the user’s password every 60
seconds. This makes the solution more secured than event-synchronous systems (like
presently followed User id and User password which can be valid for an indefinite period of
time). RSA Token looks like as under:

(2) Why the RSA Token is required?
The need for a secure authentication system, like the RSA Token, is required in an
important department like the Income Tax Department (ITD) which will, in due course,
maintain a most comprehensive database of financial details of the top tax payers and wealth
owners. With the advancement of computerization in the department, especially, in the
background of shift from de-centralized (2-tier) to centralized (3-tier) system, a need was felt
to enhance network security by introducing an additional security layer through RSA solution.

(3) Objectives of RSA token usage in ITD/ITBA application
RSA Token provides a higher level of authentication to ensure access by
authentic/valid users. RSA Token will offer a second level of security apart from Application
User ID & Password. To ensure that RSA Token provides necessary additional safeguard, it
has been provided with following features:




The RSA token number displayed is dynamic & changes frequently. So it can’t be
memorized & misused by an unauthorized person.
It is tamper proof.
No outsider will be able to use except the authorized ITD users.
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(4) Who is admissible for the RSA TOKEN?
RSA Token is admissible to
i.

All officers (ITO & above), Inspectors, Administrative Officers, DDO, Sr. PS, PS
and PA of the Department.

ii.

Two staff (Sr.TA/TA/EA/Steno) attached with all officers (ITO and above) of the
Department.

iii.

Any other official, who is not covered above, on the recommendation of the
respective Pr.CCIT/Pr.DGIT.

iv.

Any other official, who is eligible for a network node as per the Network Node
Policy of the Department.

Note:
i.
It will be the policy of Department to allot RSA token only once to the
officer grade users. The same would continue to be retained by the officer
still the officer grade user is in service.
ii. For the non-gazetted official grade of user attached with officer (ITO and
above), the RSA token would be allotted if he/she is enabled by the officer.
(5) Essentials to implement RSA token (Binding of RSA token with Employee code:
Users Details who are expected to have access to ITD/ITBA Application will be
required to maintained and constantly updated at the Primary Data Centre (PDC) at New
Delhi. The Users Details required are as follows:Pr. CCIT : ___________Building Name & Address : ____________________ RCC : _____
Sr.
No.

Serial no. of
old RSA
Token (in
case of
replacement)

Serial
no. of
new
RSA
Token

Employee
Name

Current
Designation

Employee
Code

Date
of
Birth

Mobile
No.
&
Official
email
id

Date
of
Issue
of
Token

Sign
and
Stamp
of
User

Counter
sign of
Officer
in case
user is
staff

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Name of Engineer : _____________________

Date : __/__/____
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The User Details like User Name/ Designation of Employee/ Employee Code, Building
name and address would be linked to the allotted Physical RSA Token No. The same would
be managed in centralized manner at the Primary Data Center by the Service Provider of
ITBA as RSA Token Database manager. Through RSA solution, a proper and constant audit
trail would be created for network access and help identifying the specific employees who are
accessing the system. After successful RSA binding, PIN will be intimated to the respective
user via email or mobile.
NOTE-:
The first step for the designated employee would be required to obtain an Employee
Number and Name based email id from the RCC by filing up the form for this purpose.
(6) How RSA Token would be used
To access the ITD/ITBA Application following steps are to be followed:
While accessing ITD/ITBA Application, this system will prompt for three information
specific to the user.
i.
ii.
iii.

It will ask you to enter your Used ID (Employee number) (e.g. U678456)
In the second field enter your Password
In the third field enter four digit PIN (PIN will be informed to the user during RSA
binding) followed by RSA Token Number (i.e. six digits displayed in RSA Token
which changes after 60 seconds).

For clarity, please refer to the above diagram of RSA token where the six digits no are
displayed as 832849 & 983334 respectively.
iv.
After RSA authentication, user will be able to access ITD/ITBA Application by using
application user ID and password
v.
It is important to note that no user can log into the centralized environment without
a RSA Token. Neither physical RSA Token alone nor PIN alone sufficient to access
the ITD/ITBA Application. In the event of loss, RSA Token cannot be used/misused
by third person because PIN will not be with third person. It would therefore be
necessary that officers/officials do not share PIN no. with ANYONE.
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(7) How the Users Details would be collected
The CIT (Admin & CO) would ensure correct updated and complete Users Details
prescribed in para 5 above through the Building in Charge officers as well as through
the proper channel of HQ of CCIT/DGIT/CIT/DIT . The FMS engineer may also contact
the field formation to update the details while carrying out configuration of details on
RSA database manager.
(8) How the Users Details would be initially updated and Users would be trained & the
Distribution of R.S.A. tokens would be executed
It would be the responsibility of the concerned Pr. CCsIT (CCA) and CsIT (Admin &
CO) to update Users detail, to organize the briefing meeting on RSA Token, and to ensure
RSA Token distribution.
The CsIT (Admin & CO), with support from the offices of CCIT/CIT (Admn) and the
help of FMS team, would coordinate the above three activities at the HQ of RCC/ HQ of CIT
(Admn) / HQ of CCIT.
The CCIT office would call the Building in Charge officers up to the rank Addl/JCIT,
and other junior Building in Charge officers with the User detail of their respective location
in a format given in para-5 for briefing/training meeting on RSA Token to be conducted by
FMS at HQ of CCIT office. The HQ of office of CCsIT and the CIT (Admin & CO) should
extend all facilitation to the team of FMS and this Directorate in the process of updating Users
Details and conducting the RSA Token distribution meeting.
As far as possible the acknowledgement for having received the RSA Token may be
given by users. However for locations other than CCIT HQ, the RSA Token of concerned user
can be handed over to the Building in Charge officers after verification of the user at the said
location by CIT (Admin & CO). The CIT (Admin & CO) can take personal help of the Building
in Charge officers for verifying the user at such location. The Building in Charge officers on
receiving the RSA Token shall give an acknowledgment not only for his personal RSA token
but also for others on whose behalf he is collecting the RSA token.
The Building in Charge officers up to the rank Addl./JCIT or other junior Building in
Charge officers on delivering the RSA Token to actual users shall obtain signature of actual
users and forward the copy of the same to the office of CIT (Admin & CO) and FMS
engineers. FMS team would share the user details with ITBA RSA team on the
RSA_Support@incometax.goc.in email id. The CIT (Admin & CO) would keep a record in a
consolidated manner for all the location of each RCC. ITBA RSA team will generate PIN
for every user from the particular location during RSA binding. PIN will be intimated to
the respective user via email or mobile.
(9) How the rest of Users would get training on RSA Token
Further training and briefings session on RSA Token can be organized by the Building
in Charge officers.
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(10) Safe keeping and local record keeping of RSA Token
After receiving the RSA Tokens, the User should keep a note of the RSA Token
number in some private/secret record. The RSA token number will be required to be quoted if
RSA token is lost or stolen. The User should keep the token safely at all times. The RSA
token is similar to an identity like ATM/Credit card and should be kept safely. Under no
circumstances the RSA Tokens should be shared/lent to others including colleagues.
The range head i.e. Addl/JCIT would act as the custodian of R.S.A. Token for the
RSA Tokens allotted to official grade Users of his range. The CIT (Admn & CO) would act
as the custodian of R.S.A. Token for the RSA Tokens allotted to officer grade Users his
charge including that of CCIT/DGIT/ CIT (Appeals) offices and officers in the
investigation wing and others. In multi CsIT charge /CCsIT region, the Pr. CCIT (CCA)
may nominate any one CIT to handle the above work.
On the transfer of official, holding RSA token, intimation should be immediately
sent to ITBA-RSA team for deactivation of RSA token in the following format:
Pr. CCIT : ___________

Building Name & Address : ____________________ RCC : _____
Deactivation of RSA Token

Sr.
No.

Serial no. of
RSA Token

Employee
Name

Designation

Name of Engineer : _____________________

Employee
code

Counter sign of Officer

Date : __/__/____

Events such as retirements, suspensions and death in harness would
presuppose surrender of RSA Token to the custodian of R.S.A. Tokens. Newly
appointed officers would have to be allotted RSA Token. It is imperative that all the
custodians namely, the range head i.e. Addl/JCIT CIT as well as the CIT (Admn & CO)
or CIT nominated by Pr. CCIT (CCA) maintain a complete record of R.S.A. Token
Register in running format for all RSA tokens allotted to Users in the following format
and its return/withdrawal.
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R.S.A. Token Register in running format
Sr.
No.

Sr. No.
of
R.S.A.
Token

Employee’s
Name
&
Designation

Employee’s
code No.

Building
name and
address
where
Employee
is posted

Building In
Charge
(Nodal)
Officer

Date of
issuing
R.S.A.
Token

Date of
taking
back
R.S.A.
Token

Remark
if any

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Since the RSA Token allotted to official grade of users may keep on changing
the holder depending who the user is posted in a given circle/ward/TRO , it is
necessary that the range head i.e. Addl/JCIT CIT shall also maintain a token wise
ledger for all RSA Token allotted by him as under:
Token wise ledger as under Ledger Folio No.
Sr. No. of
R.S.A.
Token

Date of
issuing
R.S.A.
Token

User’s Name,
Designation &
Employee
code No. to
whom issued

Building name where
Employee is posted
and Building In
Charge (Nodal)
Officer

Date of
taking
back
R.S.A.
Token

Remark if
any

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6

Thus, two registers are required to be maintained in the office of the range head
i.e. Addl/JCIT.
All the spare R.S.A. Token will be kept by the CIT (Admin & CO) of the region.
(11) How the R.S.A. Tokens would be stored.
In case there is allocation of excess RSA tokens (due to vacancies in posts) the spare
R.S.A. Tokens will be stocked only with the CIT (Admin & CO) of the region having regard
to no. of total nodes operational under respective Pr. CCsIT/Pr DGIT. The details of spare
R.S.A. Tokens would be handed over to CIT (Admin & CO) in the same RSA Token
distribution meeting at the HQ of RCC. The CIT (Admin & CO) shall maintain a Spare R.S.A.
Token Register in following format:
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Spare R.S.A. Token Register
Sr.
No.

Sr. No. of RSA
Token

Date of
issuing
RSA
Token

Ref No. of RSA
Token Register in
running format

Ref of L/F of
Token wise
ledger

Date of
taking back
RSA Token

Remark if
any

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

(12) How the R.S.A. Tokens would be given to Any new incoming employee on
recruitment after initial distribution as above executed
A freshly recruited officer will apply to the CIT (Admn & CO) /CIT nominated by Pr.
CCIT (CCA) under intimation/ endorsement to respective JCIT/Addl.CIT and Building in
Charge officer for allotment of R.S.A. Token after he has been allotted an employee No.
A freshly recruited official, who would be required to access the ITD/ITBA Application,
will apply before respective range head i.e. Addl/JCIT under intimation/ endorsement to
respective Building in Charge officer to get the R.S.A. Token after he has been allotted an
Employee Number and Name based email id.
The new incoming employee (whether officer or official), on recruitment, will have to
furnish all the details related to User Name, Users Designation, Employee Code No, Building
name and address where Employee is posted, Building in Charge (Nodal) Officer etc.
The CIT (Admin & CO) would physically handover the R.S.A. Token to the range head
i.e. Addl/JCIT or CIT nominated by Pr. CCIT (CCA) who would then hand it over to the new
incoming User.
The range head i.e. Addl/JCIT or CIT nominated by Pr. CCIT (CCA) should ensure that
intimation of User Details (Scanned copy of duly singed prescribed format) is sent to
CIT(Admin & CO)/FMS Helpdesk through an Email (Refer Annexure) to link up the R.S.A.
Token given by any of them and activate the R.S.A. Token. However in no case such
request of activating the R.S.A. Token would be entertained by the RSA Token data
manager if the request is by the User himself or by the Building in charge officer below
the rank of JCIT/Addl.CIT

(13) How maintenance/Management of R.S.A.Token would be done on day-to-day
basis
An employee may not be available to work on the system in five different situations:
(i) employee’s proceeding on leave like E.L. /H.P.L. /E.O.L. etc, (ii) employee’s
transfer, (iii) employee’s retirement, (iv) employee’s death and (v) employee’s suspension.
i. When Employee proceeds on leave ( E.L./H.P.L./E.O.L. etc.)
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For officers
Where an Officer proceeds on leave (5 or more days) like E.L./H.P.L./E.O.L. etc. the
RSA Token need not be handed over. The communication regarding the leave and the
officers taking over an successor incumbent is to be informed to CIT(Admin & CO)/FMS
Helpdesk through an Email (Refer Annexure) to de link his RSA token. In case, successor
incumbent is not decided due to emergency or procedural problems, then also the
communication regarding leave is to be informed to CIT(Admin & CO)/FMS Helpdesk as
mentioned above.
The successor incumbent has to communicate to FMS Helpdesk at the time of taking over
to link his RSA token.
For officials
Officials proceeding on leave (5 or more days) like E.L. /H.P.L. /E.O.L. etc should
hand over the R.S.A. token to successor incumbent (posted at same station). If that is not
possible, then the R.S.A. Token has to be handed over to immediate superior officer (posted
at same station). If neither successor incumbent nor immediate superior officer is posted at
same station then the R.S.A. Token has to be handed over to other officer/official as per
direction of range head. The fact should be recorded in Handing over/Taking over charge
Report itself. A communication regarding leave is to be informed to CIT(Admin & CO)/FMS
Helpdesk either through an Email (Refer Annexure). The ITBA-RSA team will de link RSA
token if the official is going on leave and it is not handed over to the successor. The
successor incumbent, decided by the immediate supervisory officer/range head, would
ensure receiving RSA Token, PIN. The successor incumbent has to communicate taking over
as successor incumbent to CIT(Admin & CO)/FMS Helpdesk through an Email (Refer
Annexure) to link his RSA token.

ii. Where Employee has been Transferred and Joined duties at new location
In case of an officer’s transfer, the R.S.A. Token will remain with him/her. However,
the transferred officer has to intimate his/her transfer detail (old / new designation & location)
to CIT(Admin & CO)/FMS Helpdesk through an Email (Refer Annexure) to de link his old
designation with his RSA token.
In case of an official’s transfer, the R.S.A. Token will have to be returned to the
respective range head under intimation to respective CIT (Admn)/CIT nominated by CCIT
(CCA) and the respective Building in charge officer. The range head would also intimate the
official’s transfer to CIT(Admin & CO)/FMS Helpdesk through an Email (Refer Annexure) to
de link the RSA token from the transferred official. A RSA token will be issued to the new
official by respective range head.
iii. Employee Retirement
In case of an officer’s retirement the R.S.A. token will be returned to the respective
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CIT (Admn.) /CIT nominated by Pr.CCIT (CCA) under intimation to respective JCIT/Addl.CIT
and the respective Building in charge officer. The CIT (Admn.) /CIT nominated by CCIT
(CCA) would take charge of the R.S.A. token from the retiring employee (whether officer or
official) and would also intimate the User Details to CIT(Admin & CO)/FMS Helpdesk through
an Email (Refer Annexure) to de link the R.S.A. Token received back by CIT (Admn.) /CIT
nominated by Pr. CCIT (CCA). This should be adopted as part of the retirement procedures.
Just like C G H S Card, and Identity card, the RSA token should also be surrendered before
retirement dues are finally released and ‘No DUE’ certificate is given.
In case of an official’s retirement the R.S.A. token will have to be returned to the
respective range head under intimation to respective CIT (Admn.) /CIT nominated by Pr.CCIT
(CCA) and the respective Building in charge officer. The range head would take change of the
R.S.A. token from the retiring official and would also intimate the User Detail to CIT(Admin &
CO)/FMS Helpdesk through an Email (Refer Annexure) to de activate the RSA token. This
should be adopted as part of the retirement procedures. Just as C G H S Card, Identity card;
the RSA token should also be surrendered before retirement dues are finally released and
‘No DUE’ certificate is given.
iv. Employee’s Death
In case of Officer’s Death
The procedure would remain same as stated in Sub Para (iii) above. The deceased
officer’s family will have to return the RSA token to the CIT (Admn.)/CIT nominated by Pr.
CCIT (CCA), as stated in Para 10 above, before pension papers are processed.
CIT (Admn.)/CIT nominated by Pr.CCIT (CCA) will inform CIT(Admin & CO)/FMS
Helpdesk through an Email (Refer Annexure) to deactivate RSA token.
In case of an official’s Death
The procedure would remain same as stated in Sub Para (iii) above. The deceased
officials’ family will have to return the RSA token to the range head before pension papers are
processed.
Range Head will inform CIT(Admin & CO)/FMS Helpdesk through an Email (Refer
Annexure) to deactivate RSA token.
v. Employee’s Suspension
The procedure would remain same as stated in Sub Para (iii) above. In any case, even
if the employees RSA token is not received back physically for any reason what so over, it
would be the duty of the CIT (Admn.) /CIT nominated by Pr. CCIT (CCA) or range head as
the case of officer or official may be as stated in Para 10 above, to intimate the CIT(Admin &
CO)/FMS Helpdesk through an Email (Refer Annexure) of the event within 24 hours and to
deactivate the token.
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(14) What happens In case of loss / misplacing of tokens or Token is stolen?
The employee (whether officer or official) should report loss of RSA token immediately
to his immediate superior officer. A complaint may also be lodged with the police. A copy of
the complaint is to be given to the range head/CIT (Admn.) /CIT nominated by Pr.CCIT (CCA)
and the respective Building in charge officer. The range head/CIT (Admn.) /CIT nominated by
Pr. CCIT (CCA) would make an entry in R.S.A. Token Register and would also intimate User
details of lost RSA token number to the CIT(Admin & CO)/FMS Helpdesk through an Email
(Refer Annexure) in order to deactivate the lost R.S.A. Token. This intimation should be given
within 24 hours of the employees reporting the loss to prevent unauthorized entry to the ITD
network.
The User, who has lost/misplaced his token will not be able to log on to the Network
and ITD/ITBA application till he gets a new token as stated in Para 12 above. Since each
RSA token costs approx Rs. 3300/-, the range head/CIT (Admn.) /CIT nominated by Pr. CCIT
(CCA) after receiving an intimation of lost RSA token has to obtain a written explanation
about the reason for loss/misplacement/damage of RSA token from the concerned User.
There will be a charge of Rs.100/-towards handling charges for issuing another RSA token. In
case of a RSA token is lost twice or more by the same employee, then the full value of RSA
token replacement i.e. Rs.3300/-may be asked to be paid. The range head/CIT (Admn)/CIT
nominated by Pr. CCIT (CCA) can issue a fresh RSA Token from the spare stock of
R.S.A.Token and if the same is not available place an order to the CIT (Admin & CO) for
additional tokens in advance. The CIT (Admin & CO) should ensure that spare RSA tokens
are available at all times to meet such exigencies. Order should be placed with DIT (Systems)
for additional spare RSA tokens as and when the CIT (Admin & CO) finds that the available
stock had depleted. A damaged RSA Token will be replaced by the custodian of RSA Tokens
free of cost and necessary entry should be made in stock register for having received the
damaged/defective RSA token.
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Annexure-A
Contact details of CIT(CO & Admin) offices w.r.t. RSA token
CIT(CO & Admin)
Ahmedabad

Station
Ahmedabad

Office Address
P. B. No. 211, Aayakar Bhawan, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad - 380009

Telephone No.
079-27546244, Fax 079-27546056

Email ID (@incometax.gov.in)
ahmedabad.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in,
ahmedabad.dd.system@incometax.gov.in

Ahmedabad

Barodra

Aayakar Bhawan, Race Course Circle, Vadodara - 390007

0265-2323691, Fax 2340227

baroda.dpa.systems@incometax.gov.in

Ahmedabad

Surat

Aayakar Bhawan, Majura Gate, Opp New Civil Hospital, Surat

0261-2653600, Fax 2666761

surat.dpa.system@incometax.gov.in

Bangalore

Bangalore

Central Revenue Building, No.-1, Queen's Road, Bengaluru-560001

080-22862632 T/F

Bangalore.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in

Bhopal

Bhopal

Aayakar Bhawan, 48 Arera Hills, Hoshangabad Road, Bhopal-462001

0755-2552827, Fax 0755-2554592

bhopal.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in

Bhubaneswar

Bhubaneswar

Aayakar Bhawan, Rajaswa Vihar, Bhubaneswar-751007

0674-2589119, Fax 0674-2589125, 2393622 R

bhubaneswar.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in

Chandigarh

Amritsar

Aayakar Bhawan, Maqbool Road, C. R. Building, 1st Floor, Amritsar-143001

0183-2506427, Fax 0183-2506392

Amritsar.dd.system@incometax.gov.in

Chandigarh

Chandigarh

Aayakar Bhawan, Sector-17-E, Chandigarh

0172-2544116

chandigarh.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in

Chandigarh

Rohtak

Aayakar Bhawan, Opp. Mansarovar Park, Delhi Road, Rohtak

01262-245644, 257020, 255909

rohtak_ad-s@incometax.gov.in

Chennai

Chennai

121, Mahatma Gandhi Road, Nungambakkam, Chennai-600034

044-28338653, Fax 044-28338658

chennai.cit.admin.co@incometax.gov.in

Chennai

Coimbatore

63, Race Course Road, Coimbatore-641018

0422-2225153, Fax 0422-2221825

coimbatore.ad.systems@incometax.gov.in

Chennai

Madurai

2, V.P. Rathinasamy Nadar Road, C. R. Building, Bibikulam, Madurai-625002

0452-2526099, Fax 2530362

Delhi

Delhi

East Block, Level-III, R. K. Puram, New Delhi- 110066

011-23379576, 011-23370624, 011-26873346 R

delhi.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in

Guwahati

Guwahati

1st Floor, Aayakar Bhawan, Christian Basti, G. S. Road, Guwahati-781005

0361-2345106, 0361-2342923, Fax 0361-2345107

guwahati.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in,
guwahati.ad.systems@incometax.gov.in

Hyderabad

Visakhapatnam

Aayakar Bhawan, Dabagardens, Vishakhapatnam-530020

0891-2713061

Jaipur

Jaipur

New Central Revenue Building, Statue Circle Bhagwan Dass Road, Jaipur

0141-5112688, Fax 0141-2227224, 2525826 R

jaipur.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in

Jaipur

Jodhpur

Aayakar Bhawan, Paota, 'C' Road, Jodhpur-342010

0291-2552344, Fax 0291-2529133

JODHPUR_DPA-SYSTEM@incometax.gov.in

kanpur

Agra

Aayakar Bhawan, Sanjay Palace, M. G. Road, Agra-282002

0562-2851290, Fax 0562-2527274

agra_ads@incometax.gov.in

Kanpur

Kanpur

16/69, Aayakar Bhawan, Civil Lines, Kanpur-208001

0512-2304348, Fax 0512-2304499

kanpur.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in

kanpur

Meerut

Aayakar Bhawan, Bhainsali Ground, Meerut

0121-2510437, Fax 0121-2510670

Kochi

Kochi

Central Revenue Building, 2nd Floor, I S Press Road, Kochi-682018

0484-2390883,0484-2795531 Fax 0484-2390883

kochi.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in

Kochi

Trivandrum

1st Floor, Aayakar Bhawan, Kowdiar P O, Tiruvananthapuram

0471-256677, 0471-3436491, Fax 0471-2539969

tvm.dd.SYSTEM@incometax.gov.in

Kolkata

Kolkata

Aayakar Bhawan, P-7, Chowringhee Square, Kolkata-700069

033-22627092, Fax 033-22627091

kolkata.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in

Lucknow

Allahabad

Aayakar Bhawan, I. T. Campus, 38, M. G. Marg, Civil Lines, Allahabad-211001

0532-2408005, Fax 0532-2407425

allahabad.dd.systems@incometax.gov.in

Lucknow

Lucknow

Aayakar Bhawan, 5, Ashok Marg, Lucknow-226001

0522-2233256, Fax 0522-223362

lucknow.cit.co@incometax.gov.in

Mumbai

Mumbai

3rd Floor, Aayakar Bhawan, Maharishi Karve Road, Mumbai-400020

022-221220261, Fax 022-22120262

mumbai.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in

Nagpur

Nagpur

Aayakar Bhawan, Telankhedi Road Civil Lines, Nagpur-440001

0712-2562556,0712-2808504

nagpur.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in

Patna

Patna

Central Revenue Building, Birchand Patel Path, Patna-800001

0612-2504568, Fax 0612-2531008

patna.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in

Patna

Ranchi

Central Revenue Building 5 Main Road, Ranchi

0651-2330619, Fax 0651-2332312

RANCHI_AD-SYSTEM@incometax.gov.in

Pune

Nashik

Kendriya Rajaswa Bhavan, Gadkari Chowk, Old Agra Road, Nashik-422002

Pune

Pune

Aayakar Bhawan 12, Sadhu Vaswani Chowk Pune-411001

020-26120229, Fax 020-26111148

Chandigarh

Jalandhar

C. R. Building, Model Town Road, New Wing, Jalandhar-144001

0181-2459692, Fax 0181-2223010

Chandigarh

Ludhiana

Aayakar Bhawan Rishi Nagar, Ludhiana-141001

0161-2305537, Fax 0161-2302550

Guwahati

Shillong

Aayakar Bhawan, Mahatma Gandhi Road, Shillong-793001

0364-2500528, Fax 0364-2228133

Ahmedabad

Rajkot

Aayakar Bhavan, Race Course Road, Room No 606, Rajkot - 360001

0281-2472014, Fax 2479558

0253-2582967, Fax 2574364

NASHIK_DPA-SYSTEM@incometax.gov.in
pune.cit.co.admin@incometax.gov.in

rajkot.dcit.hq.ccit@incometax.gov.in

Directorate of Income Tax (Systems)
RSA Token Policy (2016)

Directorate of Income Tax (Systems)
RSA Token Policy (2016)

